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The openings and closures of a single ion channel in a biological membrane are
often modelled by a finite statespace continuous time Markov chain, whose states
are aggregated into two classes, of open and closed states, respectively. Time
interval omission occurs when short sojourns in either class of states are not
observed. Many approximations for the distributions of the resulting apparent open
and closed times have appeared in the literature. In this paper, a functional
approach is used to derive new approximation formulae for these quantities, and to
obtain first order correction terms for some existing approximations. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The following stochastic model is often used for modelling the openings
and closures of a single ion channel in a biological membrane. Consider a
finite statespace stochastic process whose states are aggregated into two
classes, called the class of open states and the class of closed states. The
underlying state of the process is unobservable; we may only observe
whether the process is in the open class or in the closed class. Further,
there is a fixed positive deadtime t such that sojourns of length less than
or equal to t in either class of states are not observed, leading to apparent
 .or observed open or closed times with different distributions from those
of the true open or closed times. This last effect is called time inter¨ al
omission, or limited time resolution, in the literature. Many papers have
been concerned with the problem of determining the distributions of the
apparent open or closed times, or finding approximations to these quanti-
ties, given knowledge of the underlying process. When this underlying
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process is a finite statespace Markov process, an exact expression for the
w xdensity of the apparent open time distribution is obtained in 8 . The
w xcorresponding expression for the semi-Markov case appears in 2 . These
expressions are rather complicated and not easy to compute, and thus
approximations are of interest. Many approximations have appeared in the
w xliterature, see, for example 4, 9, 10, 11, 13 .
In this paper, we obtain approximation formulae rather than approxi-
.mations requiring numerical calculations for the density of apparent open
times, using methods that are of interest in their own right. The main
result involves derivation of an approximation formula for the distribution
of a geometric random sum, and so these particular results have direct
application to other stochastic models in, for example, insurance mathe-
matics. The general approach has potential applications to a wide variety
w xof stochastic models, and has been used in renewal theory 6, 14 and
w xqueueing theory 7 .
As in these papers, we think of the stochastic model as a functional that
maps an input quantity onto an output quantity of interest; here the
output quantity is the apparent open time distribution, and we take the
density of the unobserved closed times as our input quantity. By putting
the problem into an appropriate Banach algebra framework, we may apply
known results and techniques from infinite dimensional analysis to this
problem, and these then give the mechanism by which the approximation
formulae are found.
First we introduce notation. Let X , X , . . . and Y , Y , . . . be the succes-1 2 1 2
 .sive true open and closed times, respectively. Assume that X , X , . . . are1 2
independent, identically distributed, positive random variables with distri-
bution function F , density f , and finite expectation m , and assume thatX X X
Y , Y , . . . are independent, identically distributed, positive random vari-1 2
ables with distribution function F , density f , and finite expectation m ,Y Y Y
independent of the X 's. This is the alternating renewal process model asi
w xin 13 . The special case where X and Y are exponentially distributed1 1
with means ay1 and by1, say, arises when the underlying process is a
Markov process with one open and one closed state, with generator
ya a
.
b yb
The alternating renewal process model is also appropriate in certain other
situations, for example, if either of the open class or the closed class has at
 w x.most one state from which it is possible to jump to the other class see 5 .
However, there are many cases for which successive sojourns are not
independent and in these cases the alternating renewal process model
must be viewed as an approximation.
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FIG. 1. The excess occupancy U of the observed open time.
Figure 1 illustrates the effect of limited time resolution, and in particu-
lar shows U, the excess occupancy of the observed open time over t . Our
main quantity of interest is the density f of U. Our derivation of f ,U U
w xgiven next, follows that in 13 . From the diagram, it can be seen that U is
made up of several components. Since an observed open time must start
with an open sojourn of length exceeding t , there is first the excess of X1
over t , given that X exceeds t . This is followed by a random number N1
of blocks, each consisting of an unobserved closed time and an open time.
The next closed time must be observed and so it is greater than t . To avoid
 .  .trivialities, assume 0 - F t - 1 and 0 - F t - 1. The random vari-X Y
able N is the number of missed closures in the course of an observed open
time and has a geometric distribution with
k
P N s k s F t 1 y F t , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .  .  . .  .Y Y
The distribution of U is the same as that of
N
Z q X q W , . iq1 i
is1
where, roughly,
Z ; X y t N X ) t , .1 1
and
W ; Y N Y F t ,i i i
and Z, N, X , X , . . . , W , W , . . . are independent random variables. Thus1 2 1 2
Z has density
f t q t r 1 y F t if t ) 0 .  . .X Xf t s .Z  0 otherwise,
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and W has densityi
f t r F t for 0 - t F t .  . .Y Yf t s .W  0 otherwise.
 .Let q s F t s 1 y p. Write ) for the convolution of densities, so that ifY
f and g are densities of independent random variables V and V ,1 2
 .  .  .respectively then f ) g, given by f ) g t s H f t y x g x dx, is a density of
V q V . Conditioning on N, we have1 2
`
) k kf s pf q f ) f ) f q p , 1 .  .U Z Z X W
ks1
where f )1 s f and, for k s 2, 3, . . . , f ) k s f ) f ) ky1.. Writing f ) 0 for
the unit mass, d , at zero, this can be written0
`
) k kf s f ) f ) f q p. 2 .  .U Z X W
ks0
 .In certain cases the evaluation of the right-hand side of 2 is easy. For
example, in the two-state Markov model, if the true f is replaced by d ,W 0
 .  .y1then 2 results in a single exponential density with mean pa . This
approximation amounts to ignoring the lengths of the missed closures and
w x w xis one of the approximations in 13 , also discussed in 18 , and is a special
w xcase of the approximation considered in 15 . However, for general f ,W
even if f is an exponential density, the evaluation of the random sum inX
 .2 can be difficult.
Taking a functional view, we regard the stochastic model as a functional,
 .F, that maps f onto f , all other elements of 2 regarded as fixed, andW U
write
f s F f . .U W
Thus the above approximation, where f is replaced by d , isW 0
F f f F d . 3 .  .  .W 0
This immediately gives rise to the possibility of obtaining alternative
  ..approximations for the output f s F f by using alternative approxi-U W
mations for f . We refer to all such approximations as zeroth orderW
approximations. Notice that for this procedure to be valid, we require the
 .functional F to be continuous with respect to appropriate topologies .
In this paper we go one step beyond continuity and establish the
 .differentiability in an appropriate sense of the map F. Roughly, this
means that F can be approximated locally by a bounded linear map. This
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then leads to a first order correction term involving the first derivative of
F, and a corresponding first order approximation. For the approximation in
 . X3 , we use the first derivative F of F at d to obtain the first orderd 00
approximation
F f f F d q FX f y d . 4 .  .  .  .W 0 d W 00
The framework for this procedure and a precise statement of the result is
given in the next section, together with the proofs. Examples and applica-
 .tions are discussed in Section 3, where we see that in some cases 4 leads
to first order corrections for existing approximation formulae. Clearly it is
possible to extend the approach to finding higher derivatives, yielding
higher order approximations by means of Taylor series expansions. This is
not done here. The examples in Section 3 show that the first order
approximations perform reasonably well.
2. MAIN RESULT
To make the ideas in the introduction precise, it is necessary to specify
1  <  . < 4the spaces and topologies. Let L s f : C ª C : H f t dt - ` , and for f
1 5 5 <  . <  1in L let f s H f t dt. As usual we identify elements of L that are
 . . 1 equal Lebesgue almost everywhere. For f and g in L , define f ) g in
1.  . .  .  .  1 5 5 .L by f ) g t s H f t y x g x dx. These definitions make L , ? , )
into a commutative Banach algebra without a unit element see, for
w x 1example, 17, Chap. 18 . Note that each f in L may be identified with a
 .  .finite complex measure m on the Borel sets B of R, given by m A sf f
 . 5 5H f t dt, for A in B. Then f is the total variation norm of m and f ) gA f
corresponds to the convolution of m and m .f g
Append a unit to L1 by considering
V s f , a : f g L1 , a g C , 4 .
with
5 5 5 5 < <f , a s f q a , .
and
f , a ) g , b s f ) g q a g q b f , ab . .  .  .
 5 5 .  .The space V, ? , ) is a commutative Banach algebra with unit 0, 1 such
 .  .  .that 0, 1 ) f , a s f , a . In particular, the norm inequality
5 5 5 5 5 5a) b F a b 5 .
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holds for all a and b in V. Extending the above identification with
 .measures, we see that f , a corresponds to the measure m q ad . Forf 0
 .  .simplicity we write f , a as f q ad . This means that the unit 0, 1 is0
written d .0
In what follows, we use some results from the theory of commutative
w xBanach algebras; see, for example, 16, Chaps. 10 and 11 . An element x in
 .V is said to have a convolution inverse if there exists y in V such that
) y1. w xx) y s d , and in this case we write y s x . From 16, Theorem 10.7 ,0
5 5 n kif x - 1 then d y x is invertible, and the inverse is lim  x* ,0 nª` ks0
 . y1. ` k  .which we write d y x * s  x* . Using 2 , this means that the0 ks0
functional F is given by
w x y1.F f s f ) p d y qf ) f * . 6 .  .W Z 0 X W
 5 5 4  . w x y1.Let A s a g V : a - 1rq so that F a s f ) p d y qf ) a * isZ 0 X
certainly defined for all a in A, and A contains all elements of V that
correspond to probability measures.
We next recall the definition of Frechet differentiability.Â
 5 5 .DEFINITION 2.1. Let B , ? , i s 1, 2, be Banach spaces and let A beii
a nonempty open subset of B . The map C : A ª B is Frechet differen-Â1 2
tiable at a in A if there exists a bounded linear map CX : B ª B sucha 1 2
5 5that given « ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that x - d implies that1
5 X 5 5 5C a q x y C a y C x - « x . .  .  . 2 1a
The map CX is the derivative of C at a.a
Frechet differentiability of a map C at a implies its continuity there. WeÂ
shall also use the fact that the Frechet derivative obeys the chain rule.Â
In order to simplify the calculation of the derivative of the functional F,
we decompose it as
) fC Z) f pX y1. ¬f ¬ f ) f ¬ p d y q f ) f * f , 7 .  .W X W 0 X W U
 .where C is the ``geometric random sum functional with fixed parameterp
 .p'' 0 - p - 1 , i.e., for a in A and q s 1 y p,
w x y1.C a s p d y qa * . .p 0
The first and last of the three steps in the decomposition are trivial, being
multiplication by a constant element in V. If F : x ¬ b) x, then1
F
X y s b) y. 8 .  .1, x
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The next lemma shows that C is differentiable and gives its derivative.p
Its easy proof is included for completeness.
LEMMA 2.2. Let a be in A. Then the random sum functional C is FrechetÂp
differentiable at a with
q
X 2C x s C a * ) x . .  . .p , a pp
5 5 5 5Proof. For x such that x - a , so that a q x / 0, we have
`
y1. y1. y2. y1. y1. k5 5 5 5a q x * y a* q a* ) x s a* ) yx) a* * .  .
ks2
5 2 5 5 y2. y1. 5F x* a* ) a q x * , .
 . y1using the norm inequality 5 . Thus the map C : x ¬ x* is differen-2
X  . y2.tiable at a with derivative C x s ya* ) x. Applying the chain rule2, a
 .and using 8 we obtain
X y2.w xC x s pq d y qa * ) x . .p , a 0
The map C is relatively simple and the above proof calculates thep
derivative, working directly from Definition 2.1. However, taking a more
abstract approach, this result can be obtained as a special case of a result
 w x.involving Gelfand transforms see 16, Chaps. 10 and 11 . We first note
 .that the Gelfand transform of f q ad in V is the map f q ad takingÃ0 0
 4R j ` to C given by
H f x eiu xdx q a if u g R .f q ad u s .  .Ã0  a if u s `.
For u in R, this is the usual Fourier transform of the measure m q ad .f 0
The functional C satisfies, for a in A,p
 4C a u s C a u for u g R j ` , .  .  . .Ã Ã .p p , C
 .  .y1where C is the analytic function defined by C z s p 1 y qz ,p, C p, C
 < < 4defined on z g C : z - 1rq . We say that C is an analytic function onp
 .  5 5 . w xan open subset of V, ? , ) . Theorem 10.26 in 16 implies that the
derivative of C satisfies, for a g A and x g V,p
X X  4C x u s C a u x u for u g R j ` , .  .  .  . .Ã Ã Ã .p , a p , C
and this implies that the derivative of C at a is as in Lemma 2.2. This is ap
particular instance of a powerful general result which states loosely that
``derivatives of analytic functions on V behave exactly as we expect i.e., by
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.analogy with the derivatives of the corresponding analytic function on C .''
We can thus write the derivative of analytic functions on V immediately,
without doing separate calculations, and without checking the analytic
details, for each functional considered.
Returning to our treatment of the functional F, the following theorem
gives the main result.
THEOREM 2.3. For 0 F « F 1, let a« . be an element of V gi¨ ing the
distribution of the unobser¨ ed closed time and let f « . be the correspondingU
density of the obser¨ ed open time. Suppose that
1
« . 0.a y a ª b as « x0 in V . .
«
Then
1 q
« . 0. 0. 2f y f ª f ) C f ) a * ) f ) b as « x0 in V . 9 . .  .U U Z p X X« p
 .Proof. Applying the chain rule to the decomposition in 7 , we have
q
X 0. 2
0.F x s f ) C f ) a * ) f ) x . 10 .  . . .a Z p X Xp
 . « . 0..  .  « ..Now note that 1r« a y a ª b in V implies that 1r« F a y
X0. ..  .0.F a ª F b in V.a
« .  . 0. 1. 1. 0.If a s 1 y « a q « a , then b s a y a and we obtain the first
order approximation
q
1. 0. 0. 2 1. 0.f f f q f ) C f ) a * ) f ) a y a . 11 .  . .U U Z p X Xp
3. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
3.1. The Two-State Marko¨ Model
In this subsection we apply Theorem 2.3 to the two-state Markov model
and derive various approximations, taking different choices for a0..
 . ya t  . yb t  .For t ) 0, let f t s a e and f t s be zero otherwise . ThenX Y
 . ybtp s 1 y F t s e ,Y
f t s beyb tr 1 y eybt for 0 - t F t , zero otherwise. 12 .  .  .W
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By the lack of memory property of the exponential distribution f s f ,Z X
 0..  0..  .and so F a s f )C f ) a , so that 10 becomesX p X
q
X 0. 2
0.F x s F a * ) x . .  . .a p
0. w xOur first approximations arise by taking a to be d . As in 13 , the0
zeroth order approximation is
f s F f f F d s f e x p , .  .U W 0 pa
e x p . yn t  .where f t s n e for t ) 0 zero otherwise . Here f )d is ann X 0
exponential density and geometric random sums of exponential distribu-
tions are easy to calculate explicitly.
For the first order approximation we need
q
X e x p 2F f y d s f * ) f y d . .  . .d W 0 pa W 00 p
g am . n ny1 yl t  .  .Let f t s l t e rG n for t ) 0 zero otherwise , so thatn , l
q
X g am g amF f y d s f ) f y f . 13 .  . .d W 0 2, pa W 2, pa0 p
 .  x  .From 12 , f is zero outside 0, t and so 13 leads to a first orderW
 xapproximation to f that takes different functional forms on 0, t andU
 . <t , ` . For a set A, let f be given byA
f t if t g A .<f t s .A  0 otherwise.
The first order approximation is
e x p g am <a f q a f q f ,0, t x1 pa 2 2, pa
where
ab
pata s 1 y 1 y pe 1 q t b y pa , . . .1 2
b y pa .
1
pata s b 1 y e q qa , . .2 b y pa
and
f s a f e x p q a f g am q a f e x p ,2 pa 4 2, pa 5 b
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with
pabe pat
a s y 1 q t b y pa , . .3 2
b y pa .
be pat
a s ,4 b y pa
pa 2
a s ,5 2
b y pa .
for b / pa . Figure 2 shows the zeroth and first order approximations, and
also the true f calculated numerically using the fast Fourier transformU
. y1 y1 algorithm for a s 0.8787, b s 0.2990, and t s 0.2 all in millisec-
. w xonds . These parameter values are taken from 18 . The first order approxi-
mation is almost indistinguishable from the true curve.
Figure 3 shows the same things when ay1 s 0.1063, by1 s 0.2148, and
w xt s 0.2. These parameter values are taken from 8 and the true f isU
 xcalculated over 0, 2t using the formula in that paper. Although the first
 .  .  .FIG. 2. True solid , zeroth long dashes , and first short dashes order approximations
for the two-state Markov model with m s 0.8787, m s 0.2990, t s 0.2, derivative at d .X Y 0
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 .  .  .FIG. 3. True solid , zeroth long dashes , and first short dashes order approximations
for the two-state Markov model with m s 0.1063, m s 0.2148, t s 0.2, derivative at d .X Y 0
order approximation is better than the zeroth order approximation in
 .terms of the general shape of the curve over 0, 0.4 , neither approximation
is very good. This is because for these parameter values, t is larger than
the mean open time, and it is not sensible to neglect the lengths of the
unobserved closed times in comparison with the lengths of the true open
times.
In cases like this last one, we can obtain better approximations by taking
different approximations to f . Motivated by the fact that the geometricW
random sum of exponentials is easy to calculate, and since the convolution
of two exponential densities with different parameters is just a mixture of
exponential densities, we approximate f by an exponential density withW
the correct mean. Let g be defined by
gy1 s tf t dt s by1 y t pqy1 . 14 .  .H W
Then the zeroth order approximation is
f s F f f F f e x p . 15 .  . .U W g
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In the two-state Markov model, this zeroth order approximation is the
w xsame as the approximation in 4 ; it is of the form
e x p e x p e x pF f s af q af , 16 . .g r r1 2
where
pa a y r .2
a s , a s 1 y a, 17 .
r r y r .1 2 1
1r21 2 2r , r s a q g " a q g q 2ag 1 y 2 p . 18 .  . . /1 2 2
Notice that r and r are distinct and positive, and cannot equal a or g .1 2
The first order approximation is then
F f e x p q F e x pX f y f e x p .  .g f W gg
q
e x p e x p 2 e x ps F f q F f * ) f y f .  .  . .g g W gp
1
e x p e x p 2 e x p 2 e x ps F f q q F f * ) f y q F f * ) f . 19 . .  .  . .  .g g W g gp
After some calculation, this is found to be of the form
g am e x p g am e x p <b f q b f q b f q b f q g , 20 .0, t x1 2, r 2 r 3 2, r 4 r1 1 2 2
where
g s c f g am q c f e x p q c f g am q c f e x p q c f e x p , 21 .1 2, r 2 r 3 2, r 4 r 5 b1 1 2 2
when b / r , i s 1, 2. In order to write down the formulae for thei
constants, let
2w 1 y w y w2 x .
B w , x , y , z s y . .
y y x z y x
Then
a2ber1t b
r t1c s , c s B a, r , r , b e y c r t , .1 2 1 2 1 1b y r b y r1 1
2 r t2a be b
r t2c s , c s B a, r , r , b e y c r t , .3 4 2 1 3 2b y r b y r2 2
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and
r r1 2y1c s yp B a, r , r , b q B a, r , r , b . .  .5 1 2 2 1 /b y r b y r1 2
The b 's are given byi
a2b qa2g
y1 r t1b s p 1 y pe y , .1  /b y r g y r1 1
b
r t1b s a q B a, r , r , b 1 y pe .  .2 1 2 p b y r .1
qg
y B a, r , r , g q c r t , .1 2 1 1p g y r .1
22a b q 1 y a g .y1 r t2b s p 1 y pe y , .3  /b y r g y r2 2
b
r t2b s a q B a, r , r , b 1 y pe . .4 2 1 p b y r .2
qg
y B a, r , r , g q c r t . .2 1 3 2p g y r .2
Figure 4 shows these zeroth and first order approximations, together
with the exact expression for the same parameter values as in Fig. 3.
Taking f e x p instead of d as an approximation to f gives much improvedg 0 W
approximations to f .U
w xIn 10 , there is an expression for f in the two-state Markov model asU
the sum of an exponential and an infinite series of damped oscillations.
 .The exponential term gives an asymptotic approximation to f t suitableU
for all but small values of t. Better approximations are then obtained by
including more terms of the series. Their paper gives an example with
w xa s b s t s 1. Figure 5 shows the asymptotic approximation from 10 ,
our zeroth and first order approximations when f is approximated byW
e x p  .  . f as in Eqs. 15 and 20 , together with the true f calculated overg U
 x w x.0, 2t using the formula in 10 . This figure may be compared with Fig.
w x w x4.3 in 10 . However, it should be noted that the approximations in 10, 11
are not approximation formulae in the same sense as we have here, in that
the coefficients and rates in their approximation are found numerically for
 .each different choice of input parameter values a , b , t .
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 .  .  .FIG. 4. True solid , zeroth long dashes , and first short dashes order approximations
for the two-state Markov model with m s 0.1063, m s 0.2148, t s 0.2, derivative atX Y
exponential.
For the above parameter values a s b s t s 1, the asymptotic approxi-
mation has exponential rate of decay given by h s 1r3.5033 s 0.2854, see
w x10 . The rates of decay in our approximations are given by r s 3.10921
and r s 0.2830, so that the dominating rate for large t, i.e., r , is close to2 2
h. The observed numerical results suggest that our first order approxima-
tion and the asymptotic approximation are very similar up to moderate
values of t, except for small values of t where both our first and zeroth
w xorder approximations are better than the asymptotic one. In 10 , the
w xauthors recommend using the exact formula from 8 for small t and then
switching to the asymptotic approximation for other t-values, or possibly
using an intermediate approximation for moderate values of t. This proce-
dure involves further practical decisions about selection of the switch-over
points and about matching the different types of approximation. If the fU
density is to be approximated for many different values of the input
 .parameters a , b , t , as is the case when parameters are being estimated
by an iterative maximum likelihood procedure, then there may be some
advantage in using our first order approximation which has an explicit
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 .  .  . FIG. 5. True solid , asymptotic dots , zeroth order long dashes , first order short
.dashes approximations for the two-state Markov model with m s m s t s 1, derivative atX Y
exponential.
formula that is easily computed and that avoids the above practical
decisions.
3.2. A Three-State Marko¨ Model
In this subsection, we consider a Markov model with one open state
 .  .state 0 and two closed states states 1 and 2 and generator
ya sa 1 y s a .
b yb 0 ,1 1 0b 0 yb2 2
e x p e x p e x p w x. where 0 - s - 1 see 8, p. 533 . Here f s f , f s sf q sf writ-X a Y b b1 2yb ti.  .ing s for 1 y s , and, if p s e s 1 y q , we have p s 1 y F t s spi i Y 1
q sp and q s 1 y p s sq q sq .2 1 2
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 .An easy calculation shows that m s Htf t dt is given byW W
sq sq1 21. 2.m s m q m ,W W Wq q
where m i. s by1 y t p qy1 is the mean length of an undetected sojournW i i i
  ..in state i, i s 1, 2 see 14 . We approximate f by an exponential densityW
f e x p with g s my1, and obtain the zeroth order approximationg W
e x p e x p e x pf f F f s af q af , 22 . .U g r r1 2
 .  .where 17 and 18 give a, r , and r in terms of p, q, a , and g .1 2
Although the zeroth order approximation has the same form as that in
 .16 for the two-state Markov model, it should be noted that the values of
p, q, and g are different. Furthermore, in contrast to the two-state case,
this zeroth order approximation is not the same as would be given by the
w xapproximation in 4 . These authors would approximate the distribution of
U by the distribution of a sojourn in a class of three states in an
appropriate approximating Markov model, where the three states are the
open state and the two virtual closed states representing the undetected
closed times. Hence their approximation would in general be a mixture of
 .three exponential distributions, whereas 22 is a mixture of two exponen-
tials. Our approximation is easily calculated by inserting the new values of
 .  .  .p, q, and g into 16 , 17 , and 18 .
The first order approximation is
sp sp1 21. 2.f q f , 23 .approx approxp p
where, for i s 1, 2, b / r , r , and b / r , r ,1 1 2 2 1 2
 i. e x p e x p e x p 2 e x pf s af q af q q rp F f * ) f y f , .  .  .approx r r i i g W g1 2 i
y1 e x p <  i.  .  .and f s q f . Thus f is given by 20 and 21 with0, t xW i b approxi i
a, r , r , a , and g as above for both values of i, and elsewhere b replaced1 2
by b , p replaced by p , and q replaced by q . Because the values ofi i i
a, r , r , and g are different from those for a single closed state, so that,1 2
 .for example, g depends on both b and b , we note that 23 is not a1 2
convex combination of the approximations that would be obtained from
two-state Markov models with closed state parameter b , i s 1, 2.i
As an example, we consider the case with b s 5.858, b s 34.142,1 2
s s 0.8536, and m s t s 0.2. The approximations are shown in Fig. 6.X
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 .  .  .FIG. 6. True solid , zeroth long dashes , and first short dashes order approximations
for the three-state Markov model with m s t s 0.2, b s 5.858, b s 34.142, s s 0.8536,X 1 2
derivative at exponential.
w xThese parameter values are those of 8 , and give a decoupled version of
w x  w x.an example in 3 for decoupling see 12 . The true f is calculated usingU
the fast Fourier transform algorithm.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper illustrates the use of Frechet derivatives to obtain approxi-Â
mation formulae given by first order approximations for the density of
apparent open times. Additionally, the functional approach suggests new
zeroth order approximations as in, for example, the three-state Markov
.model . Several examples are given; clearly there is scope for calculation of
the details for other models, and of higher order approximations.
The general approach adopted here may also yield approximation for-
mulae for other quantities of interest and other stochastic models. As
indicated in the Introduction, Lemma 2.2, which concerns geometric
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random sums, has applications in other stochastic models where random
sums are used, for example, for various quantities in insurance mathemat-
ics. The methodology may also be applied to Poisson and other random
sums.
Many single ion channel models are not of alternating renewal type, as
we noted in the Introduction. A good general framework for these models
w xis provided by semi-Markov processes, see 1, 2 . Thus a natural direction
for future research is to investigate the possible application of the above
methodology to semi-Markov models, both for observed sojourn times in
single ion channel models and for quantities of interest in semi-Markov
models in other areas of application,
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